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I. INTRODUCTION

1. This Complaint is filed by Pathway Innovations and Technologies, Inc.

(“Pathway” or “Complainant”) under Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930,as amended, 19

U.S.C. § 1337, based on the unlawful importation into the United States, the sale for importation

into the United States, the sale within the United States after importation, and/or the use within

the United States after importation by the proposed Respondents of certain document cameras

and sofiware for use therewith, that infringe one or more claims of U.S. Patent No. 8,508,751

(“the ‘75l patent” or the “Asserted Patent”).

2. Formed in 2009, Pathway is a privately-held company based in San Diego,

Califomia, that designs, develops and sells innovative electronic products that enhance leaming,

improve communication, and help people save time. Pathway does business as Hovercam®

(www.thehovercam.com) and is the designer and manufacturer of HoverCam branded software

and document cameras that combine the features of a

digital camera and a scanner into easy-to-use visual ‘~
r

presenters. Pathway’s innovative products are especially
t ‘ . \

useful in educational settings. For example, a HoverCam y§

document camera (shown right) “hovers” over a desk l f _;/
_ Vunobtrusivelyand is used by educatorsto capture, It ‘S; /,

manipulate and present seamless video of documents and .4tr _»
<:"¢~.*-é-*""J

objects to students in real-time. "

II

3. Traditional scanners are too slow for the classroom and conventional cameras

lack sufficient resolution, zoom and annotation capabilities, and other fimctions needed for an

optimal leaming environment. However, a HoverCam document camera captures, digitizes and

displays documents and objects immediately at an incredibly high resolution of up to thirteen
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(13) megapixels, which is about six (6) times the resolution of a typical high-definition (HD)

television. Moreover, HoverCam users can manipulate, annotate, zoom and resize video without

any loss in resolution, and can record and playback seamless video at a remarkable thirty (30)

frames per second. HoverCam document cameras have won numerous awards and are presently

used in over 200,000 classrooms around the world.

4. Proposed Respondent IPEVO, Inc. (“IPEVO”) develops, manufactures, imports,

sells for importation into the United States, sells after importation into the United States, and

uses afier importation into the United States document cameras and visual presentation

equipment and software for use therewith, including without limitation lPEVO’s iZiggi-HD

Wireless Document Camera, VZ-1 I-[DVGA/USB Dual-Model Document Camera, Ziggi-HD

Plus High-Definition USB Document Camera, Point 2 View (P2V) USB Document Camera

(shown right) and IPEVO’s Presenter software and/or IPEVO’s Annotator software for use

therewith (collectively, “IPEVO Accused Products”). As set forth below, the IPEVO Accused

Products are sourced and manufactured abroad in locations such as Taiwan and are imported for

sale into the United States, through Taiwan, Hong Kong, or China. .

5. Proposed Respondent AVer lnformation Inc. (“AVer”) develops, manufactures,

imports, sells for importation into the United States, sells after importation into the United States,

and uses after importation into the United States document cameras and visual presentation

equipment and software for use therewith, including without limitation AVer’s document

cameras U50 and U70, USB Video Conference Cameras CC30, 300AFI-ID,and EV Series Video

Conferencing products EVC9l 0, EVC310, EVCl50, EVCl30, and AVer’s software for use

therewith including without limitation AVer’s CaptureShare, A+ Suite, and Sphere2

(collectively, “AVer Accused Products”). As set forth below, the AVer Accused Products are
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sourced and manufactured abroad in locations such as China and are imported for sale into the

United States, through Hong Kong.

6. Proposed Respondent Lumens Integration, Inc. (“Lumens”) develops,

manufactures, imports, sells for importation into the United States, sells afier importation into the

United States, and uses after importation into the United States document cameras and visual

presentation equipment and sofiware for use therewith, including without limitation the

document cameras DCl20, DCl25, DCl33, DCl45, DCl53, DCl55, DC158,DCI62, DCC166,

DCl70, DCl90, DCl92, DCl92, DC210, DC21], DC260, DC265, DC-Al l, DC~W50,PCl20,

PCI68, PCl70, PCl90, PCl92, CL5l0, and 3Dl0l, and Lumens Ladibug software for use

therewith (collectively, “Lumens Accused Products”). As set forth below, the Lumens Accused

Products are sourced and manufactured abroad in locations such as Taiwan and are imported for

sale into the United States, from Taiwan. "

7. For ease of reference, when appropriate the IPEVO Accused Products, AVer

Accused Products, and Lumens Accused Products are referred to collectively herein as the

“Accused Products.”

8. The Accused Products incorporate, without any license from Pathway, many

technologies developed and patented by Pathway. The Asserted Patent and its asserted claims

(independent claims in bold) are listed below:

Asserted Claims .
Patent Number I (independent claims in bold)

‘75l patent ‘ 1, 2, 3, 4-7, 8, 9, 10, 12-l7, 18, and 20

9. A certified copy of Pathway’s Asserted Patent is included at Ex. 1. Pathway owns

all rights, title and interest in and to the Asserted Patent, including the right to sue for
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infringement. A certified copy of the assignment records for the Asserted Patent is included at

Ex. 2. P

10. A domestic industry as required by 19 U.S.C. §§l 337(a)(2) and (3) exists in the

United States relating to articles protected by Pathway’s Asserted Patent, including quantitatively

significant and demonstrable investment in plant and equipment, employment of labor and

capital, and investment in the exploitation of the inventions claimed in the Asserted Patent,

including through engineering, research and development.

ll. Pathway seeks as relief a permanent limited exclusion order under 19 U.S.C.

§1337(d) barring from entry into the United States products that directly and/or indirectly

infringe the Asserted Patent, specifically the Accused Products manufactured, sold and/or

imported by Respondents. Pathway further seeks as relief a permanent cease and desist order

under l9 U.S.C. §l337(t) prohibiting Respondents from marketing, distributing, selling, offering

for sale, warehousing inventory for distribution, or otherwise transferring or bringing into the

United States infringing document cameras and visual presentation equipment and/or their

components and sofiware.

II. COMPLAINANT

12. Pathway is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

California, having its principal place of business located at 10211 Pacific Mesa Blvd., Ste. 412,

San Diego, Califomia 92l2l. Pathway is the assignee of the Asserted Patent, with the sole right

to sue for all infringement thereof. .

l3. Pathway employs over a dozen engineers and other personnel at its headquarters

in San Diego, California. Moreover, since its formation in 2009, Pathway has expended millions

of dollars and tens of thousands of hours designing, researching, developing, engineering and
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manufacturing its document camera products and sofiware, which Pathway continues to refine

and improve to this day.

l4. Pathway’s products practice one or more claims of the inventions disclosed in the

Asserted Patent. As explained in more detail in the charts included as Exhibit 3, one or more

claims of the Asserted Patent are implemented in Pathway’s I-IoverCam®T3 document camera,

HoverCam Solo 5 document camera, HoverCam Solo 8 camera, and HoverCam Flex software.

_, l5. Pathway invested and continues to invest millions of dollars in the design and

development of products protected by Pathway’s Asserted Patent. In the United States, Pathway

exploits the technologies covered by the Asserted Patent through various activities, including

substantial research and development, engineering, tooling, and product and warranty support

among others. In connection with the exploitation of these technologies, Pathway has made

significant investments in the United States in facilities, engineering, equipment, labor and

capital as further described below.

III. THE PROPOSED RESPONDENTS

16. On information and belief, proposed Respondent [PEVO is a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of California with its principal place of

business at 440 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, California 94085. According to Califomia

Secretary of State records, IPEVO may be sewed via its registered agent for service of process

Royce Hong, 3405 Thomas Drive, Palo Alto, Califomia 94085. IPEVO develops, manufactures,

imports, sells for importation into the United States, sells after importation into the United States,

and/or uses after importation into the United States the IPEVO Accused Products that infringe

one or more claims of the Asserted Patent. [PEVO has willfully copiedIPathway’s products.

17. On information and belief, proposed Respondent AVer is a corporation organized

and existing under the laws of the State of California with its principal place of business at 668
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Mission Court, Fremont, California 94539. According to Califomia Secretary of State records,

AVer may be served via its registered agent for service of process Sinar Arthur Pait, 668 Mission

Court, Fremont, California 94539. AVer develops, manufactures, imports, sells for importation

into the United States, sells afier importation into the United States, and/or uses after importation

into the United States the AVer Accused Products that infringe one or more claims of the

Asserted Patent. AVer has willfully copied Pathway’s products.

l8. On information and belief, Lumens is a Califomia corporation with its principal ’

place of business located at 4116 Clipper Court, Fremont, California 94538. According to

California Secretary of State records, Lumens may be served via its registered agent for service

of process Leeling Wang, 4116 Clipper Court, Fremont, California 94538. Lumens develops,

manufactures, imports, sells for importation into the United States, sells after importation into the

United States, and/or uses after importation into the United States the Lumens Accused Products

that infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patent. Lumens has willfully copied Pathway’s

products.

IV. THE TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

l9. The technology at issue relates to high-resolution document cameras and soflware

for use therewith.

20. Specifically, the Accused Products include full-size and portable document

cameras and sofiware for use therewith. The Accused Products are manufactured abroad and

imported into the United States to enable users (among other things) to display, manipulate,

armotate, zoom and resize high-resolution images and video without any loss in resolution. The

Accused Products are sold for importation into, imported into, sold afier importation into; and

used within the United States by or on behalf of the Respondents.
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V. THE PATENT IN SUIT AND NONTECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

21. As set forth below, Pathway owns by assignment the entire right, title, and interest

in and to the Asserted Patent. See, Ex. 2.

22. Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.l2(e), a certified copy of the prosecution

history of the Asserted Patent is concurrently submitted with this Complaint as Appendix A. A

copy of the reexamination history of the Asserted Patent is concurrently submitted as Appendix

B. Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(c), the references cited in the Asserted Patent have also

been submitted with this Complaint as Appendix C. Due to their volume, the technical

references cited in the Asserted Patent are included on a hard drive in the folder Pathway-Prior

Art and subfolder therein.

A. Nontechnical Description of the ‘751Patent

23. United States Patent No. 8,508,751, entitled “Capturing Real-Time Video with

Zooming Capability and Scanning High Resolution Still Images of Documents Using the Same

Apparatus,” issued on August 13, 2013, and lists Ji Shen and Dongbing Zhang as co-inventors.

The ‘751 patent expires on January 28, 2030. The ‘751 patent issued from United States Patent

Application No. 13/506,208 filed on April 4, 2012, which is a continuation of Intemational

Patent Application No. PCT/US201 1/022549 filed on January 26, 2011, which claims priority to

the U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/298,912 filed on January 28, 2010.

24. The ‘751 patent contains twenty (20) claims, including four (4) independent

claims and sixteen (16) dependent claims. Pathway asserts that the Accused Products infringe

one or more claims of the ‘751 patent, directly and/or indirectly, either literally or under the

doctrine of equivalents.
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25. ln at least one embodiment of the invention, the ‘75l patent describes personal

computer processing of real-time video captured from an external camera (e.g., a document

camera), to provide digital zooming and annotation for display. The ‘751 patent can, among

other things, allow users to capture, display, manipulate, annotate, zoom and re-size images and

video real-time at very high resolution and frame rates.

B. Reexamination of the ‘751Patent

26. On February 26, 2016, QOMO HiteVision LLC petitioned the Patent Trial and

Appeal Board (PTAB) of the United States Patent and Trademark Office for inter partes review

of the ‘751 patent on ten (10) grounds of purported unpatentability. The Petition was accorded

Case No. IPR2016-00661. On September 6, 2016, the PTAB denied institution of all, but two

(2) grounds of purported unpatentability. On November 28, 20l_6,the PTAB terminated the

remaining proceeding upon the parties reaching a settlement.

C. Foreign Counterparts

27. There are four foreign patent counterparts to the ‘751 patent, namely, China

Patent Application No. 201 180004161, Canada Patent Application No. 2,787,377, Europe Patent

Application No. 201 10737562; and Japan Application No. 2012551257. These four patent

applications are currently pending.

D. Licenses

28. Confidential licenses to the Asserted Patent have been granted to Recordex USA,

lnc. and QOMO HiteVision LLC in connection with the previous ITC investigation commenced

against those respondents entitled In re Certain Document Cameras and Softwarefor Use

Therewith, Inv. No. 337-TA-967, which has been terminated, and related district court litigation,

which has been settled and dismissed.
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VI. UNLAWFUL ACTS OF RESPONDENT IPEVO, INC.

A. Infringement of the ‘75l Patent

29. IPEVO has engaged in unlawful and unfair acts including the sale for importation

into the United States, importation into the United States, sale within the United States after I

importation, and/or use within the United States after importation of the IPEVO Accused

Products that directly and/or contributorily infringe claims 1-10, 12-18, and 20 of the ‘75l

patent.

30. ikespondent IPEVO directly infringes at least independent claims l, 3, 8, and 18

of the ‘75l patent. See Ex. 3. IPEVO’s cameras and software implement every step of claims 1,

3, and 8. See id. Any one of the accused IPEVO document cameras operated in connection with

IPEVO’s software implements every step of claims 1, 3, and 8. See id. The IPEVO Accused

Products, at the time of importation, are programmed to p€I‘f0l'I1’lall the steps of method claims 1,

3, and 8. The IPEVO Accused Products, when integrated with a personal computer, embody

every element of claim 18. '

31. IPEVO indirectly infringes at least independent claims 1, 3, 8, and 18 of the ‘751

patent. See id. IPEVO’s cameras and software implement every step of claims 1, 3, and 8 when

integrated with a customer’s personal computer. See id. Any one of the accused IPEVO

document cameras operated in connection with IPEVO’s sofiware implements every step of

claims 1, 3, and 8, or embodies every element of claim 18 when used with a customer’s personal

computer. See id. IPEVO sells the Accused Products knowing that those products are especially

made or especially adapted for use in infringement of the ‘751 patent, and not a staple article or

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. On information and belief,

there are no non-infringing uses. IPEVO instructs its customers to directly infringe claims 1, 3, 8,

and 18.
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VII. UNLAWFUL ACTS OF RESPONDENT AVER INFORMATION INC.

A. Infringement of the ‘751Patent

32. AVer has engaged in unlawful and unfair acts including the sale for importation

into the United States, importation into the United States, sale within the United States after

importation, and/or use within the United States afiierimportation of the AVer Accused Products

that directly and/or contributorily infringe claims l-10, 12-l 8, and 20 of the ‘75l patent.

33. Respondent AVer directly infiinges at least independent claims l, 3, 8, and l8 of

the ‘751 patent. See Ex. 4. AVer’s cameras and software implement every step of claims 1, 3,

and 8. See id. Any one of the accused AVer document cameras operated in connection with

AVer’s software implements every step of claims 1, 3, and 8. See id. The AVer Accused

Products, at the time of importation, are programmed to perform all the steps of method claims l,

3, and 8. The Aver Accused Products, when integrated with a personal computer, embody every

element of claim 18.

34. AVer indirectly infringes at least independent claims 1, 3, 8, and l8 of the ‘75l

patent. See id. AVer’s cameras and software implement every step of claims l, 3, and 8 when

integrated with a customer’s personal computer. See id. Any one of the accused AVer document

cameras operated in connection with AVer’s software implements every step of claims 1, 3, and

8, or embodies every element of claim 18 when used with a customer’s personal computer. See

id. AVer sells the Accused Products knowing that those products are especially made or

especially adapted for use in infringement of the ‘751 patent, and not a staple article or

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. On information and belief,

there are no non-infringing uses. AVer instructs its customers to directly infringe claims 1, 3, 8,

and 18.

l
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VIII. UNLAWFUL ACTS OF RESPONDENT LUMENS INTEGRATION. INC.

A. Infringement of the ‘751Patent

35. Lumens has engaged in unlawful and unfair acts including the sale for importation

into the United States, importation into the United States, sale within the United States after

importation, and/or use within the United States afler importation of the Lumens Accused

Products that directly and/or contributorily infringe claims 1-10, 12-18, and 20 of the ‘751

patent.

36. Respondent Lumens directly infringes at least independent claims 1, 3, 8, and 18

of the ‘751 patent. See Ex. 5. Lumens’ cameras and sofiware implement every step of claims 1,

3, and 8. See id. Any one of the accused Lumens document cameras operated in connection

with Lumens’ software implements every step of claims 1, 3, and 8. See id. The Lumens

Accused Products, at the time of importation, are programmed to perform all the steps of method

claims 1, 3, and 8. The Lumens Accused Products, when integrated with a personal computer,

embody every element of claim 18.

37. Lumens indirectly infringes at least independent claims 1, 3, 8, and 18 of the ‘751

patent. See id. Lumens’ cameras and sofiware implement every step of claims 1, 3, and 8 when

integrated with a customer’s personal computer. See id. Any one of the accused Lumens

document cameras operated in connection with Lumens soflware implements every step of

claims 1, 3, and 8, or embodies every element of claim 18 when used with a customer’s personal

computer. See id. Lumens sells the Accused Products knowing that those products are

especially made or especially adapted for use in infringement of the ‘751 patent, and not a staple

article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. On information

and belief, there are no non~infringing uses. Lumens instructs its customers to directly infringe

claims 1, 3, 8, and 18.
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IX. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND‘SALE

A. Unfair Importation and Sale By IPEVO, Inc.

38. IPEVO, either itself or through third parties acting on behalf of IPEVO, is

engaged in the importation, sale for importation, sale afier importation into the United States,

and/or use afier importation into the United States of infringing document cameras, visual

presentation equipment and sofiware for use therewith. IPEVO Accused Products are

manufactured in China and imported for sale into the United States.

39. For example, according to import records available at_ImportGenius (available at

www.importgenius.c0m), IPEVO imported 450 cartons from Taiwan of “IPEVO Ziggi-HD USB

Document Cameras” on June 1, 2014. See, Ex. 6. IPEVO imported 174 cartons from Hong

Kong of “IPEVO Point 2 View USB Document Cameras” on November 22, 2015. See id.

IPEVO imported 174 cartons from Hong Kong of “LPEVOVZ-l HD VGA-USB Document

Cameras” and “IPEVO Point 2 View USB Document Cameras” on January 17, 2016. See id.

IPEVO imported 387 cartons from Taiwan, China of “IPEVO Ziggi-HD Plus USB Document

Camera IPEVO iZiggi-HD Wireless Document Camera” and related products on April 12, 2016.

See id.

40. Moreover, Complainant haspurchased a Ziggi HD USB document camera from a

retailer in the United States. This IPEVO product includes a “made in Taiwan” label. See, Ex.

7.

B. Unfair Importation and Sale By AVer Information Inc.

41. AVer, either itself or through third parties acting on behalf of AVer, is engaged in

the importation, sale for importation, sale afier importation into the United States, and/or use

alter importation into the United States of infringing document cameras, visual presentation
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equipment and software for use therewith. AVer Accused Products are manufactured in China

and imported for sale into the United States. l _

42. For example, according to import records available at Import Genius (available at

www.importgenius.com), AVer imported 201 cartons from Hong Kong of “Document Camera

Avervision U50” on August 30, 2015. See, Ex. 8. AVer imported 250 cartons from Hong Kong

of “Document Camera Avervision U50” on January 30, 2016. See id. AVer imported 250

cartons from Hong Kong of “Document Camera Avervision U50” on June S, 2016. See id. AVer

imported 250 cartons from Hong Kong of “Document Camera AverVision U50” on October 16,

2016. See id. 

43. Moreover, Complainant has purchased an AVer 8MP document camera from a

retailer in the United States. This AVer product includes a “made in China” label. See, Ex. 9.

C. Unfair Importation and Sale By Lumens Integration, Inc.

44. Lumens, either itself or through third parties acting on behalf of Lumens, is

engaged in the importation, sale for importation, sale afier importation into the United States,

and/or use afier importation into the United States of infringing document cameras, visual

presentation equipment and software for use therewith. Lumens Accused Products are

manufactured in China and imported for sale into the United States.

45. For example, according to import records available at Import Genius (available at

vvww.importgenius.com), Lumens imported 470 cartons from Taiwan of “Document Camera,

PS760 Document Camera, DC125 Document Camera, DCI70 Document Camera, DCl92

Document Camera, P5751 Document Camera” and related products on July 19, 2014. See, Ex.

10. Lumens imported 566 cartons from Taiwan of “Document Cameras” on January 16, 2016.

See id. Lumens imported 578 cartons from Taiwan of “Document Cameras” on July 10, 2016.
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See id. Lumens imported 613 cartons from Taiwan of “Document Cameras” on October 30,

2016. See id.

46. Moreover, Complainant has purchased a Lumens DC125 Ladibug document

camera from a retailer in the United States. This Lumens product includes a “made in Taiwan”

label. See, Ex. ll.

X. HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE ITEM NUMBERS

47. On information and belief, all Accused Products fall within at least the

9006.59.91 (cameras, not instant print, not for roll of film, not fixed focus, valued over $10

each); 9008.50.50 (photographic, not cinematographic, enlargers/reducers) and/or 8521.90.00

(video recording and reproducing apparatus, not magnetic tape-type) classifications of the

Harmonized Tariff Schedule (“HTS”) of the United States. These identified HTS numbers are

intended solely for illustrative purposes and are not exhaustive or exclusive of the products

accused of infringement in this Complaint. The HTS ntunbers are not intended to limit the scope

of the investigation.

XI. THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

48. There is a domestic industry, as defined under 19 U.S.C. §§ l337(a)(3)(A), (B),

and/or (C), comprising quantitatively significant and demonstrable investments in physical

operations and employment of labor and capital, and substantial investment in the exploitation of

Pathway’s Asserted Patent in the United States.

A. Pathway’s Practice of the Asserted Patent

49. Pathway makes extensive use of the inventions claimed in Pathway’s Asserted

Patent in numerous products, including without limitation Pathway’s HoverCam Solo8, Solo8

Wireless, Neo3, Mini5, Solo5, 3P0, T3 and Ultra8 document cameras (the “Domestic Industry

Products”), and has made and continues to make significant domestic investments in these
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products, as more fully set forth in the accompanying Confidential Declaration of Ji Shen

attached as Ex l3. Pathway’s investments and expenditures in its domestic industries for the

Asserted Patent are significant, continuing and ongoing.

50. Complainant’s HoverCam Flex software embodies method claims 1, 3, and 8.

See Ex. 12. Any one of Complainant’s document cameras operated in connection with the

HoverCam Flex sofiware embodies method claims l, 3, and 8. See id. Complainant’s

HoverCam Flex sofiware used in connection with one of Complainant’s document cameras and

personal computer embodies method claims l, 3, and 8, and apparatus claim l8. See id.

B. United States Investments in the Domestic Industry

51. Pathway has invested millions of dollars and years of effort in the engineering,

research, development, manufacturing, exploitation, advertising and promotion of the Domestic

Industry Products in the United States. See, Ex. l3 (Confidential Declaration of Ji Shen).

52. As discussed further below, and as shown by the Confidential Declaration of Ji

Shen, there is a domestic industry as defined under 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(A) at least because

Pathway has made quantitatively significant and demonstrable investments in plant and

equipment in the United States used in connection with the engineering, research and

development in the United States, and/or warranty and product support in the United States of

the Domestic Industry Products. There is a domestic industry as defined under l9 U.S.C.

§ l337(a)(3)(B) at least because Pathway has also made quantitatively significant and

demonstrable investments in the employment of United States labor and capital in connection

with engineering, research and development in the United States, of the Domestic Industry

Products. There is a domestic industry as defined under 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(C) at least

because Pathway has made quantitively substantial and demonstrable investments in the
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exploitation of Pathway’s Asserted Patents through engineering, research and development,

advertising and promotion directed to the Domestic Industry Products in the United States.

1. Domestic Industry Under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(A)

53. There is a domestic industry as defined under Subsection (A) at least because

Pathway has made significant investment in plant and equipment in the United States with

respect to the Domestic Industry Products. Since 2010, Pathway has invested a significant

amount of money in connection with plant and equipment comprising operating expenses, such

as equipment leasing, product production and related costs related to the Domestic Industry

Products. See Ex. 13. i

54. Pathway’s U.S.-based staff designs, develops, markets and sells the Domestic

Industry Products in the United States fi-omits headquarters in San Diego, California. Pathway’s

U.S.-based engineering team assists with research, design, development, planning, logistics,

sales, marketing, order processing, product support and other activities associated with the

Domestic Industry Products. See Ex. 13.

2. Domestic Industry Under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(B)

55. There is a domestic industry as defined under Subsection (B) at least because

Pathway has made significant employment of labor and capital in the United States with respect

to the Domestic Industry Products. Further, since at least 2010, Pathway has employed dozens

of research, development, engineering, sales and marketing personnel, and Pathway’s

investments include millions of dollars in compensation paid to such personnel related to the

Domestic Industry Products. Pathway’s investments also include millions of dollars in capital

expenses related to the purchase and lease of office space, tooling, equipment, computers and

other supplies and of these engineers in connection with the Domestic Industry Products.
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3. Domestic Industry Under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C)

56. There is also a domestic industry asdefined under Subsection (C) at least because

Pathway has also made substantial U.S. investments in the exploitation of Pathway’s Asserted

Patent through the Domestic Industry Products, including without limitation investments in the

engineering, research, development, sales, marketing, product and technical support for the

Domestic Industry Products. _ - (

57. Since 2010, Pathway has spent over $13 million in research and development

costs, engineering and product production, advertising and promotion related to the Domestic

Industry Products.

58. Pathway has made significant in licensing the Asserted Patent to Recordex USA,

Inc. and QOMO HiteVision LLC in connection with the previous ITC investigation commenced

against those respondents entitled In re Certain Document Cameras and Softwarefor Use

Therewith, Inv. No. 337-TA-967.

XII. RELATED LITIGATION

59. On July 13, 2015, Pathway filed a complaint for patent infringement against

Recordex USA, Inc. in the United States District Court for the Southem District of Califomia.

See Civil Action No. 3:15-cv-01536-JLS-JLB. In that action, Pathway asserted infringement of

the ‘751 and three design patents: U.S. Design Patent No. D674,389 (“the ‘D389 patent”); U.S.

Design Patent No. D647,906 (“the ‘D906 patent”); and U.S. Design Patent No. D7l5,300 (“the

‘D300 patent”). The matter has been settled and dismissed.

60. On July 13, 2015, Pathway filed a complaint for patent infringement against

QOMO HiteVision, LLC in the United States District Court for the Southern District of

Califomia. See Civil Action No. 3:15-cv-01540-GPC-NLS. In that action, Pathway asserted

infringement of the ‘751 patent. The matter has been settled and dismissed.
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‘ 61. On July 13, 2015, Pathway filed a complaint for patent infringement against

Adesso, Inc. in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Califomia. See Civil

Action No. 3:15-cv-01538-GPC-NLS. In that action, Pathway asserted infringement of the

‘D389 patent and the ‘D906 patent. The matter has been settled and dismissed.

62. On August 28, 2015, Pathway filed a complaint with the U.S. Intemational Trade

Commission against Respondents Adesso, Inc., Recordex USA, Inc. and QOMO HiteVision,

LLC. See, In re Certain Document Cameras and Software For Use Therewith, Inv. No. 337-T

967. In that investigation, Pathway asserted infringement of the ‘75l patent, the ‘D389 patent,

the ‘D906 patent, and the ‘D300 patent. The investigation as against Adesso was terminated

based upon a consent order issued on November 23, 2015. The investigation as against

Recordex was terminated based upon the Commission’s determination not to review an Initial

Determination by Administrative Law Judge Charles E. Bullock to terminate the investigation as

against Recordex based upon a settlement agreement dated April 20, 2015. The investigation as

against QOMO was terminated based upon issuance of a Limited Exclusion Order and Cease and

Desist Order against defaulted respondent QOMO dated August 5, 2016.

XIII. RELIEF REQUESTED

63. WI-IEREFORE,by reason of the foregoing, Pathway respectfully requests that the

United States Intemational Trade Commissibn:

a) Institute an immediate investigation, pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of

I930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. §l337(a)(l)(B)(i) and (ii), with respect to violations

of Section 27 based upon the importation, sale for importation, sale after

importation, and use after importation into the United States of the Respondents’

document cameras, visual presentation equipment and related components and
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sofiware for user therewith that infringe one or more asserted claims of

Complainant’s ’75l patent;

Schedule and conduct a hearing pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1337 for the pmposes of

(i) receiving evidence and hearing argtunent concerning whether there has been a

violation of 19 U.S.C. § 1337, and (ii) following the hearing, determining that

there has been a violation of 19 U.S.C. § l337; _

Issue a permanent limited exclusion order, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(l),

barring from entry into the United States all certain document cameras, visual

presentation equipment and related components and software thereof made by or

on behalf of the Respondents, that infringe one or more claims of Complainant’s

‘751 patent;

Issue a permanent cease and desist order, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § l337(t)

prohibiting Respondents, or others acting on their behalf, from importing,

marketing, advertising, demonstrating, warehousing inventory for distribution,

distributing, offering for sale, selling, licensing, using, or transferring outside the

United States for sale in the United States any document cameras, visual

presentation equipment and components and software thereof that infringe one or

more claims of Complainant’s ‘751 patent;

Impose a bond, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § '1337(i), upon importation of any

document cameras, visual presentation equipment and components and sofiware

Cthereof that infringe one or more claims of Complainant’s 751 patent during any

Presidential Review; and
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t) Grant such other and further relief as the Commission deemsjust and proper

based on the facts determined by the investigation and the authority of the

Commission.

Dated: February 15, 2017

B %”
T VOR Q. CODDINGTON, PH.D.

DAVID M. BECKWITH
JAMES V. FAZIO, III

SAN DIEGO IP LAW GROUP LLP
12526 High Bluff Drive, Suite 300
San Diego, California 92130
Telephone: (858) 792-3446
Facsimile: (858) 792-3501

Counsel for Complainant
PATHWAY INNOVATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES,
INC.
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